
Fifteenth-century performance practice issues and the Buxheim Organ Book

Lecture-Recital

Contact: Frauke Jürgensen at f.jurgensen@abdn.ac.uk
Proposed Format: Lecture-Recital
Proposed Length: 1 hour (20 mins talk + 40 mins recital) would be ideal.
Disciplines combined: Historical musicology, computing/music information retrieval, performance
Presenters: Frauke Jürgensen (University of Aberdeen), Ian Knopke (BBC)
Performers: Frauke Jürgensen, soprano; Caroline Ritchie (Schola Cantorum Basiliensis) and David
Smith (University of Aberdeen), various instruments; Ralph Stelzenmüller (University of Aberdeen),
organ (we can source portable continuo organs if necessary

Abstract:

At CIM04, 05, 08, and 10, we presented a series of papers concerning the application of computational
methods to the analysis of late Mediaeval and Renaissance music. The primary corpus of music used for
analysis was an electronic encoding of the Buxheim Organ Book (the largest fifteenth-century keyboard
manuscript), and its concordances in mensural manuscripts. Primarily, these analyses served to address
problems of performance practice, including pitch interpretation (musica ficta), tuning (keyboard
temperament), and improvisation. The results have implications beyond the Buxheim Organ Book itself,
from the ensemble pieces that formed the models for many of Buxheim's pieces, to the music of the mid-
fifteenth century in general.

This year, we would like to draw together the various strands of our research, by showing how the results
of our analyses can be applied in a live performance context.

In our lecture, we will provide a brief exposition of the methods employed in past papers, and explain the
implications on performance practice of the results, using specific examples from the recital programme
to illustrate our conclusions.

In our recital, we will perform a selection of repertoire drawn from the Buxheim Organ Book and its
polyphonic models. The pieces presented will include French, German and English secular and sacred
songs, keyboard intabulations of such songs, an alternatim hymn setting, a basse dance (complete with
choreography) and some free keyboard compositions.



Proposed programme:

Ad primum morsum (anon.): drinking song

Mille bonjours (Du Fay): song + keyboard intabulation

Dueil angoisseux (Binchois): song

Se la face ay pale (nos. 83 and 255) (Du Fay): keyboard intabulations

Collinetto (basse danse): organ, instruments, and dance

En fröwlin edel von natuer (anon.): keyboard intabulation

Bekenne myn klag die mir an lyt (Paumann): song and keyboard intabulation

Praeambulum super d (anon.): organ

Salve regina (no. 72): alternatim hymn with singing and organ

Descendi in ortum meum (Plummer): sung motet

Ave regina celorum (Frye): keyboard intabulation and song

Biographies:

Frauke Jürgensen is a Lecturer in Music at the University of Aberdeen. Her research concerns the
performance practice and compositional practice of late mediaeval and Renaissance music. She works in
the field of computational musicology, frequently collaborating with Ian Knopke. She performs as a
singer, organist, and dancer.

Ian Knopke completed his PhD in Music Technology at McGill University. He has worked at Indiana
University and Goldsmiths University in the field of Music Information Retrieval. He is currently
working on music search and recommendation systems for the BBC.

Caroline Ritchie studied baroque cello and viol with Jenny Ward Clarke and Richard Campbell at the
Royal Academy of Music, graduating in 2004 with distinction and writing her MMus dissertation on the
performance of Purcell's Trio Sonatas. Caroline has worked with artists such as Jordi Savall, Andrew
Manze, Trevor Pinnock and Sir Roger Norrington. Recent freelance work includes continuo cello for
Rameau's Achante et Cephise in Oslo, a series of concerts in Stockholm with her group, the Arcangelo
Quartet, and a tour of France with the Academie Baroque Européenne d'Ambronay under Christophe
Rousset.

David Smith is Head of Music at the University of Aberdeen. His primary area of research is early
English keyboard music and the music of Peter Philips. He is a performer on recorder and keyboard
instruments.

Ralph Stelzenmüller studied organ, church music and directing at the Mozarteum in Salzburg. He
completed his postgraduate studies on harpsichord and organ at the Schola Cantorum in Basel, studying
with Jean-Claude Zehnder. For three years, he held a lectureship and taught music history at the Athanor
Akademie for theater. In increasing demand as both a player of basso continuo and as an accompanist for
Lied, in 2005 he founded his own ensemble, Combassal. He has worked with Anthony Rooley for several
years, performing in England and throughout Europe.


